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Purpose: Combine the transactional model of stress and coping with the challenge and hindrance stressor framework. This study
examined whether there is a linear or curvilinear relationship between supervisor bottom-line mentality (BLM), which emphasizes the
pursuit of bottom-line results above all else, and the work performance of subordinates.
Materials and Methods: A total of 284 two-wave dual-source survey data have been collected from an insurance company in China.
Analysis was conducted in two steps. First, confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) was used to test the validity of scales. Second,
hierarchical regression analysis was conducted to examine the hypotheses.
Results: Results show that there has an inverted U-shaped (curvilinear) relationship between supervisor BLM and subordinate work
performance. As the level of supervisor BLM increases from low to moderate, subordinate work performance increases; as the level of
supervisor BLM increases from moderate to high, subordinate work performance decreases. Moreover, this study finds that the
inverted U-shaped relationship between supervisor BLM and subordinates’ work performance was stronger when subordinates have
higher power distance orientation.
Conclusion: Unlike previous studies which found a linear relationship between supervisor BLM and subordinate work performance,
this study provided the first empirical examination of our hypothetical inverted U-shaped relationship of supervisor BLM impact on
subordinate work performance. In addition, this study found that the relationship was stronger when subordinates had a higher power
distance orientation.
Keywords: curvilinear relationship, supervisor bottom-line mentality, work performance, power distance orientation, transactional
model of stress and coping, challenge and hindrance stressor framework

Introduction
In the past ten years, more and more research has focused on the positive or negative effects of supervisor bottom-line
mentality in the workplace.1,2 Bottom-line mentality (BLM) is defined as “a one-dimensional frame of thinking that
revolves around securing bottom-line outcomes to the neglect of competing priorities”.3 Supervisors who adopt BLM
may consider that the bottom-line results, such as the achievement of financial goals, are the most important. And they
seek to motivate subordinates accordingly.4

In line with this logic, a recent study based on social exchange theory concluded that supervisors’ pursuit of bottom-
line goals would make subordinates feel an obligation to achieve those bottom-line results and improve their work
performance.5 However, another study argued that this single focus reduces social exchange with subordinates thereby
actually reducing overall performance.6 Obviously, our understanding of this relationship is incomplete.

We suggest there is more to stress than social exchange. Follow the notion that supervisors’ power influences the
behavior of subordinates.7 We suggest that supervisors with bottom-line framework will motivate subordinates to work
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hard more by punishing than rewarding.3 If subordinates fail to meet supervisors’ requirements, they may face reprimand
such as a salary cut, demotion or even dismissal, which adds undue pressure. Thus, we argue that supervisor BLM may
act as a stressor to subordinates. However, limited attention has been placed on investigating the relationship between
supervisor BLM and subordinate work performance from the stress perspective.3

Based on the transactional model of stress and coping, our study argues that subordinates would consider supervisor
BLM as a source of stress and take a series of countermeasures. Moreover, according to the challenge and hindrance
stressor framework,9 subordinates’ assessment of the pressure caused by supervisors’ requirements for economic goals
may change as supervisor BLM increases. Specifically, when supervisor BLM is from low to middle level, subordinates
evaluate it as a challenge stressor, so they actively engage in work and improve their performance. When supervisor
BLM is from middle to high level, subordinates evaluate that as a hindrance stressor, which in-turn reduces their work
performance.10 Therefore, we propose that there is an inverted U- curve relationship between supervisor BLM and
subordinate work performance.

Furthermore, whether the stressor is a challenge or hindrance will be influenced by individual factors.9 Faced with
supervisor BLM, subordinates who are more authoritative (which power distance orientation reflects) are more likely to
perceive the pressure exerted by their supervisors,11 and then more likely to cope with the pressure psychologically and
behaviorally. We further propose that subordinates’ power distance orientation moderates the relationship between
supervisor BLM and subordinates’ work performance. This study explored the nature of the relationship between
supervisor BLM and subordinate work performance, and whether this relationship differs according to different levels
of subordinates’ power distance orientation.

By doing so, we make three theoretical contributions to the current literature. First, our study combines the transactional
model of stress and coping with the challenge and hindrance stressor framework,9,12 and discusses in-depth the inverted
U-shaped relationship between supervisor BLM and subordinate work performance, which theoretically explains the
contradictions in the previous literature from a new perspective. Second, our study expects that when subordinates faced
with supervisor BLM, they will have different pressure assessments due to different levels of supervisor BLM, and that will
have different impacts on their work performance. Our study deeply explains this stress assessment and coping process,
which can help researchers better understand the influence mechanism of supervisor BLM on subordinates’ workplace
performance. Third, our study investigated whether the strength of the relationship between supervisor BLM and subordinate
work performance differs among subordinates with different levels of power distance orientation, which contributes to the
current literature. Specifically, we suggest that this inverted U-shape relationship will be stronger when subordinates have
higher power distance orientation. Thus, our study provides a considerable boundary condition of the non-linear relationship
between supervisor BLM and subordinates’ work performance.

Literature Review
The Transactional Model of Stress and Coping
Based on the definition of “stress”,13 it is believed that stress will be activated when external demands exceed one’s own
capabilities, prompting a reaction to those stressors by the individual, and causing them to deviate psychologically or
physiologically from his/her normal functional states.13,14 Transactional model of stress and coping theory believes that when
a stressor occurs, the individual will adopt primary appraisal, that is, anticipate the possible results of the stressor and
associate it with personal growth and well-being.9 If this primary appraisal concludes that the stressor can be overcome and
that personal growth will result, then the stressor will be considered as a “good” stressor. If the stressor is assessed as too high
or threatens personal well-being, then it will be evaluated as a “bad” stressor. After the primary appraisal, the individual
assesses what coping strategies should be adopted to eliminate or reduce the negative effects of the stressor, that is, they enter
a secondary appraisal. The different appraisal results will trigger different psychological and behavioral responses.15

The Challenge and Hindrance Stressor Framework
Extending Lazarus and Folkman’s stress theory, some scholars proposed a two-dimensional stressor framework to
explain the “good” and “bad” stressors and their relationship with workplace outcomes.12 This two-factor solution of
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stress can well explain the relationship between stressor and work-related psychology and behaviors.10 The first factor is
called the challenge stressor, which generally comes from a reasonable level of workload, appropriate time pressure,
a reasonable work scope, and responsibilities. Individuals tend to associate these pressures with their personal develop-
ment and achievements.16 The second factor is called the hindrance stressor, which is generally caused by ambiguity in
roles, organizational politics, and concerns about job security. Individuals tend to associate these work pressures with
hindering personal growth and task completion.17

The proposed dual stressor framework provides a reasonable interpretation for scholars to discuss the possible
positive or negative effects of pressure on individuals’ work performance.18 For example, a study suggested that
a challenge stressor is positively correlated with work performance, while a hindrance stressor is negatively correlated
with work performance through a meta-analysis test.10 Another study used the transactional theory of stress as a basis for
developing hypotheses regarding differential relationships between the two types of stressors and work performance.13

These empirical results show that the effects of different stressors on work performance are inconsistent, because
different stressors will cause individuals to have different expectations for the future, and these expectations will serve
as psychological motivations to promote or hinder individuals from working hard.

The Relationship Between Supervisor BLM and Subordinate Work Performance
BLM, which refers to a one-dimensional framework that focuses only on bottom-line results, has raised concerns by
scholars since it was mentioned by Greenbaum et al.3 Ensuring bottom-line results can often bring economic benefits to the
organization,19 but it can also lead to a series of problems.19 Individuals with BLM usually have two important
characteristics, one is pursuing the sole goal of bottom-line results, and the other is a competitive mindset of winning.20,21

According to the transactional model of stress and coping theory,9 supervisors adopting BLM only focus on the
achievement of bottom-line goals and set work indicators for their subordinates accordingly. Faced with these indicators,
subordinates would enter into the primary appraisal. They would link the completion of these tasks to their future
benefits, and they will also assess whether they have the resources and capabilities to cope.13 They would rate the
stressors as a challenge if they felt that these job requirements would bring potential benefits to them and that they were
able to cope. Conversely, when they felt that the resources and abilities they have are not up to the job, or even lead to
negative future impacts, they rate the stressors as a hindering.22 After the primary appraisal, they proceeded to the
secondary appraisal, which is to respond to these stressors.23

Given this logic, we propose an inverted U-shaped (curve) relationship between supervisor BLM and subordinates’ work
performance. More specifically, we argue that subordinates who work at moderate level of supervisor BLM are more likely to
actively participate in work than those who work at low and high levels of supervisor BLM for two main reasons. First, we
believe that when the level of supervisor BLM goes from low to moderate, the work performance of the subordinates
improves. Based on the stress theory, challenge stress can improve individual work performance compared to the state of no
stress.13 Supervisors with BLMwill view the bottom-line goal as the ultimate goal and urge their subordinates to work hard for
it.24 Through primary appraisal, the subordinates connect supervisors’ bottom-line goals with their own future well-being, and
consider whether their personal resources can handle those requirements or not. Employees more or less have certain resources
to complete tasks,25 so they tend to evaluate this stressor as a challenge-related stressor. When they enter the secondary
appraisal, they tend to work hard and achieve the tasks to cope with the stress from supervisor BLM.Moreover, the moderate-
level of supervisor BLM implements appropriate rewards and discipline systems to promote subordinates for their hard work,
which also helps to improve the performance of subordinates.26 Secondly, we argue that when the level of supervisor BLM
goes from moderate to high, subordinates’ work performance decreases. This is because when the level of supervisor BLM
increases, supervisors’ persistence to the bottom-line goal transcends everything. They only pay attention to the achievement
of the goal, and therefore put too much pressure on the subordinates and neglect to provide corresponding resources.1 When
subordinates are short of resources, they largely consider supervisor BLM as a hindrance stressor.27,28 That is because once
they fail to complete the supervisors’ goals, they will be severely punished. In order to avoid this situation, subordinates will
invest more time and energy to prepare for the possible punishment (for example, looking for another job), thereby reducing
their engagement in work.29 Meta-analysis also showed that hindrance stressors are negatively correlated with work
performance.10 Thus, we propose the following hypotheses:
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H1: There is an inverted U-shaped (curvilinear) relationship between supervisor BLM and subordinate work
performance.

The Moderating Role of Subordinate Power Distance Orientation
The connotation of transactional model of stress and coping theory is that individuals assess stressors and then cope with
them.22 In the process of primary appraisal, personal factors (such as values) will influence how they interpret these
stressors.30–33 Power distance orientation is a part of those values, which refers to “the extent to which one accepts that
power in institutions and organizations is distributed unequally”.34 Power distance orientation affects subordinates’
understanding of supervisors’ authority, shaping beliefs about which behaviors and mentality are characteristics of
effective leadership.30,35 Thus, it plays an important role in individuals’ responses to stressors from their supervisors.11

Based on the possible influence of the power distance orientation on stress brought by supervisor BLM, we argued that
the inverted U-shaped relationship between supervisor BLM and subordinate work performance differs between subordinates
with different strengths of the power distance orientation. We believe that compared to subordinates with lower power
distance orientation, the curve relationship between supervisor BLM and subordinates’ work performance will be stronger
when subordinates have higher power distance orientation than those have lower power distance orientation. This is because
the recognition of power would cause subordinates to show greater sensitivity to the expectations of their supervisors, and
amplify the pressure brought by supervisor BLM.36 Therefore, when faced with supervisor BLM, they usually attempt to
meet supervisors’ goal requirements, and appraise the associated pressure as a challenge stressor. However, when the
pressure level exceeds their capacity, supervisor BLM is more likely to be evaluated as a hindrance stressor. The pressure
from authority may make them tired of coping. They reduce engagement and turn to unethical behaviors that can yield more
short-term benefits. Recent work supports this statement. For example, Zhang, He, Huang and Xie’s (2020) study demon-
strated that subordinates with higher power distance orientation are more inclined to engage in unethical behaviors when
faced with supervisor BLM.36 Accordingly, we hypothesize that:

H2. The inverted U-shaped (curvilinear) relationship between supervisor BLM and subordinates’ work performance is
stronger for subordinates with higher power distance orientation than for those with lower power distance orientation.

Materials and Methods
Sample
Participants were all full-time sales employees working in a large insurance company in China. In order to reduce
common method bias (CMB), we conducted a two-wave dyads-survey with a gap of one month.37 Data was collected
from subordinates and their supervisors in two waves. We asked subordinates to report their direct supervisors’ BLM,
their power distance orientation and their demographic information (including age, gender, tenure with their present
supervisor and educational level) at Time 1. At Time 2 we asked their direct supervisors to assess the subordinates’ work
performance. Each supervisor was only matched with one subordinate. We got 284 valid matching questionnaires from
Time1 and Time2. The proportion of female employees in our sample was 34.15%. In this study, 7.75% were between 18
and 20 years old, 23.59% between 21 and 30, 51.76% between 31 and 40, 7.75% between 41 and 50, and 9.15% were
older than 51. In the sample, 2.11% of participants had worked with their current supervisor for less than 1 year, 5.99%
for between 2 and 3 years, 20.77% for between 3 and 5 years, 62.32% for between 5 and 10 years, and 8.80% had
worked for more than 10 years. 16.90% of the participants had a high school degree, 44.72% had a college degree or
bachelor’s degree, and 38.38% had a master’s or doctoral degree.

Procedures
Before starting the survey, we shared our research purpose and potential benefits with the company’s top management
team and HR department, who granted their support and access. We then emailed each subordinate one questionnaire
with their work ID as a unique identifier, but only one participant in each team received a questionnaire which also
included the supervisor BLM questionnaire. This participant was selected at random. One month later, we asked team
supervisors to rate the performance of all subordinates, so that supervisors could not guess which subordinate was paired
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with them. Supervisors and subordinates completed the surveys at separate times in separate locations. We then matched
the questionnaires of supervisors and subordinates base on subordinates’ work ID.

Measures
We adopted the widely used questionnaires to measure the substantive variables. And we followed a double-blind back-
translation procedure to translate all the questionnaires into Chinese.

Supervisor BLM (T1)
We used Greenbaum et al’s four-item scale to assess supervisor BLM.3 Subordinates reported their direct supervisors’
BLM and rated on a scale ranging from 1 (strongly disagree) to 5 (strongly agree). Sample items include: “My supervisor
solely concerned with meeting the bottom line” and “My supervisor treats the bottom-line as more important than
anything else”. The scale’s reliability was 0.90.

Subordinate Power Distance Orientation (T1)
We adapted Earley and Erez’s eight-item scale to measure subordinates’ power distance orientation (α = 0.94).38

Subordinates reported their power distance orientation and rated on a scale ranging from 1 (strongly disagree) to 5
(strongly agree). Sample items are “Subordinates who often question authority sometimes keep their supervisors from
being effective” and “In work-related matters, supervisors have a right to expect obedience from their subordinates.”

Subordinate Work Performance (T2)
Chen, Tsui, and Farh’s (2002) four-item scale was used to measure subordinates’ work performance.39 Supervisors were
asked to reported their subordinates’ work performance during the past four weeks and rated on a scale ranging from 1
(strongly disagree) to 5 (strongly agree). The measurement has been validated and widely used in different research in the
Chinese context.40 Sample items include: “she/he always completes job assignments on time” and “her/his performance
always meets the expectations of the supervisor” The reliability of this scale was 0.87.

Control Variables (T1)
Following prior studies’ suggestions,24 we controlled subordinates’ age (1=18~20 years old, 2=21~30 years old, 3=31~40
years old, 4=41~50 years old, 5=older than 51 years), gender (1=female, 2=male), tenure with the current supervisor
(1=less than one year, 2=2~3 years, 3=3~5 years, 4=5~10 years, 5=more than 10 years) and educational level (1= high
school degree, 2= college degree or bachelor’s degree, 3= master’s or doctoral degree).

Data Analysis
We conducted two steps to analysis data by using Mplus V.6.11 and SPSS 26.0. First of all, confirmatory factor analysis
(CFA) was conducted to assess the validity of scales, and the descriptive statistics displayed participants’ statistical
characteristics. Second, hierarchical regression analysis was took to test both hypotheses.

Result
Measurement Model
As showed in Table 1, a three factors model provided acceptable fit to the data (χ2 (101) =116.12, TLI = 0.99, CFI =
0.99, RMSEA = 0.02). This model was also better than the other models. Compared to the one factor model, the three
factors was significantly better. These results suggest that CMB is not a serious problem of this study. Furthermore,
a one-way analysis of variance was conducted to assess the nested effect,42 which showed that the nesting within the
organization did not have a significant impact on the relationship between the main variables.

Correlations and Descriptive Statistics
Table 2 presented the means, standard deviations, and correlations of all variables.
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Hypothesis Testing
We conducted a hierarchical regression analysis to test Hypotheses 1 and 2, control variables were entered before other
variables. The findings are shown in Table 3. As show in Model 2, supervisor BLM was found to be significantly related
to subordinate work performance (B=0.30, SE=0.05, p<0.01), which consistent with previous research.43 However, the
non-linear effects of supervisor BLM on subordinate work performance were examined through entering a quadratic term
(BLM×BLM) into the regression (see Model 3), and the effects of the quadratic term is negative and significant (B =
−0.11, SE=0.05, p<0.01) and explained an additional 1.4% in the variance. Thus, Hypothesis 1 was supported. Although
the percentage of variance explained by the quadratic term is very small, it is consistent with previous organizational
studies investigating non-linear effects.44 Figure 1 represents the inverted U-shaped relationship between supervisor
BLM and subordinate work performance. As can be seen in Figure 1, as the level of supervisor BLM increases from low
to moderate, subordinate work performance increases and as the level of supervisor BLM increases from moderate to
high, subordinate work performance decreases.

Hypothesis 2 stated that subordinates’ power distance orientation moderated the relationship between subordinate
BLM and subordinates’ work performance. In order to test this hypothesis, the sample was split into two groups;
subordinates with higher power distance orientation (higher than the mean of the sample) and subordinates with lower
power distance orientation (lower than the mean of the sample). In Model 4, we ran a similar regression as Model 3 but
only include subordinates with higher power distance orientation. In Model 5, we do the same, but for subordinates
whose power distance orientation was lower than the mean of the sample. In line with Hypothesis 2, we found that the
inverted U-shaped relationship between supervisor BLM and subordinates’ work performance was significant for
subordinates have higher power distance orientation (B = −0.33, SE=0.07, p<0.01), but not significant for those have
lower power distance orientation (B = −0.03, SE=0.06, p>0.05). Figure 2 shows this inverted U-shaped relationship
between supervisor BLM and subordinates’ work performance for both groups. Thus, Hypothesis 2 was supported.

Discussion
This research provides a better understanding of the role that supervisor BLM plays in the subordinate work perfor-
mance. Consistent with our hypotheses, we found that there is an inverted u-curve relationship between supervisor BLM
and subordinate work performance, and that the relationship is stronger for subordinates who have higher power distance
orientation.

Table 1 Comparison of Measurement Models

Model Descriptions χ2 df χ2/df RMSEA CFI TLI

Model 1 Three factors: BLM, WP, PD 116.12 101 1.15 0.02 0.99 0.99
Model 2 Two factors: BLM and WP were combined into one factor, PD 1779.89 103 17.28 0.24 0.44 0.34

Model 3 One factor: BLM, WP and PD were combined into one factor 2224.65 104 21.39 0.27 0.29 0.18

Abbreviations: BLM, bottom-line mentality; WP, work performance; PD, power distance orientation; RMSEA, root mean square error of approximation; CFI, comparative
fit index; TLI, Tucker-Lewis index.

Table 2 Descriptive Statistics and Correlation Matrix

Variablea M SD 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1. Age 2.87 0.99
2. Genderb 1.66 0.48 −0.07
3. Tenure 3.70 0.80 0.05 0.15*

4. Education 2.21 0.71 0.34** −0.15* −0.15*
5. BLM 3.09 1.27 0.02 −0.03 −0.08 0.22** (0.90)

6. WP 3.07 1.00 0.10 0.05 0.09 0.07 0.37** (0.87)

7. PD 3.51 1.06 0.00 −0.10 −0.13* −0.21* 0.04 −0.19** (0.94)

Notes: N=284. Coefficient alphas are given in parentheses on the diagonal. bFemales were coded as 1, and males were coded as 2. **p<0.01. *p< 0.05.
Abbreviations: aBLM, bottom-line mentality; WP, work performance; PD, power distance orientation.
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Theoretical Implications
Our study makes some theoretical implications. First, it may help clear up recent mixed assumptions about supervisors
BLM on subordinate performance. In particular, although some studies have shown that supervisor BLM increases
subordinate work performance through a sense of obligation to bottom-line goals,5 other studies have found the
opposite.5 Given that our framework suggests that subordinates’ stress assessment of supervisor BLM and subordinates’
power distance orientation jointly influence individuals’ coping, this mixed outcome is to be expected, depending on
whether subordinates assess supervisor BLM as a challenging stressor or a hindering stressor. The model proposed in this
study provides a more complete explanation of the relationship between supervisor BLM and subordinate work
performance by assuming that subordinate responses to supervisor BLM are based on an assessment of the nature of
stress brought on by supervisor BLM. In addition, our study links two theories in explaining supervisor stress and

Table 3 Regression Results

Variablea Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 Model 5

Whole Sample Whole Sample Whole Sample High PD Low PD

B SE B SE B SE B SE B SE

Constant 2.05** 0.42 1.26** 0.41 0.46 0.55 −0.81 0.68 1.32 0.72

Age 0.08 0.06 0.10 0.06 0.10 0.06 −0.03 0.07 0.18* 0.08

Genderb 0.11 0.13 0.11 0.12 0.12 0.12 0.08 0.15 −0.04 0.15
Tenure 0.12 0.08 0.14 0.07 0.14* 0.07 −0.02 0.09 0.24* 0.09

Education 0.09 0.09 −0.04 0.09 −0.05 0.09 0.17 0.12 −0.05 0.11

BLM 0.30** 0.05 0.95** 0.31 2.16** 0.40 0.37 0.38
BLM× BLM −0.11* 0.05 −0.33** 0.07 −0.03 0.06

ΔR2 0.02 0.14** 0.01*
R2 0.02 0.16 0.18 0.29 0.19

N 284 284 284 137 147

Notes: bFemales were coded as 1, and males were coded as 2. **p<0.01. *p<0.05.
Abbreviations: aBLM, bottom-line mentality; WP, work performance; PD, power distance orientation.

Figure 1 Relationship between supervisor BLM and subordinate work performance.
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subordinate coping, which extends current thinking and research. Although previous studies have suggested that super-
visor BLM may be a stressor,8 they largely ignored the possible differentiation of this stressor in more depth, which in
turn has different effects on subordinates.

Second, we present a novel model to investigate how subordinates react to supervisor BLM at the broadest level.
Specifically, our study found that supervisors with moderate-level BLM may motivate subordinates to work harder than
those with low or high-level BLM. Supervisors with moderate level BLM send a message to their subordinates that their
bottom-line thinking is aware of the need to reach financial goals, but their leadership awareness allows them to provide
more resources and assistance to their subordinates. Subordinates appraise supervisor BLM as a challenge stressor and
cope with it through working harder. This is why in previous studies supervisor BLM was considered to be an important
mentality that can provide economic benefits for the organization.45 However, in the case of a low-level supervisor BLM,
the supervisor pays less attention to economic goals and cannot motivate employees to work hard. Previous studies have
pointed out that low goals and pressures are not conducive to promoting individuals’ performance.23,46 In contrast,
supervisors with high level of BLM are typically focused on economic goals at the expense of employees, which makes
subordinates appraise supervisor BLM as a hindrance stressor and in-turn reduce subordinates’ work performance.2,4

Therefore, from the perspective of stress and coping, our study complements the literature of BLM by examining the
double-edged sword effect of supervisor BLM on subordinates performance in a unified model, which provides useful
empirical data to help analyze and understand the two sides of supervisor BLM.

Third, our study also suggests that subordinates’ power distance orientation influences the strength of the relationship
between supervisor BLM and subordinate work performance. This confirms the transactional model of stress and coping
which highlights the importance of personal values in strengthening the impact of stressors on individual outcomes.9,47

This study found that when subordinates have higher power distance orientation, the curvilinear effect of supervisor
BLM on subordinate’s work performance will be stronger. These differences are particularly evident when supervisors
have moderate-level BLM. Subordinates having higher power distance orientation have a stronger perception of the
authority and expectations of supervisors. Since superiors with moderate BLM level focus on economic results and
provide relevant information, subordinates who work under these supervisors are most likely to appraise achievement to
the bottom-line results as a challenge stressor and cope with it by working harder. Our findings extend the application of
power distance orientation in the field of stress coping.14

Figure 2 Relationship between supervisor BLM and subordinate work performance for subordinates high and low in power distance orientation.
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Managerial Implications
Our findings have some practical implications for organizations. First, given that our study revealed the existence of
curvilinear effects of supervisor BLM on subordinate work performance, it is recommended that managers should use
BLM with caution. Although supervisors adopt BLM to help set goals for subordinates, it can also inhibit subordinate
work performance if it is not used in the right way. Our research results also show that in terms of improving
subordinates’ work performance, a moderate BLM may be better than no exercise at all, which is consistent with
previous research.45 Therefore, in order to improve the work performance of subordinates, taking appropriate bottom-line
thinking while providing subordinates with the required resources can effectively improve their work performance.

Second, our findings indicate that subordinates improve their work performance because they assess the supervisor
BLM as a challenging stressor. In order to enhance performance of their employees, managers should set reasonable
economic goals and provide the necessary resources to help subordinates accomplish these goals.

Third, our study also found that recognition of authority affects subordinates’ perception of pressure from supervisors.
Managers should consider the impact of personal cultural values on employees’ performance of work tasks, and cultivate
employees’ values by establishing a clear organizational structure and other methods. Especially in Asian countries (such
as China and Japan) where the power distance orientation is stronger, it is more necessary to guide positive cultural
values through organizational culture construction.

Limitations and Suggestions for Future Research
Our study has several limitations and directions for future studies. First, although we collected data in two waves and
from different sources, it provides weak evidence for causality.41 Future studies can use a longitudinal panel design to
test the conclusions of this research. Second, the study focused exclusively on the influence of supervisor BLM on
subordinate work performance. The findings need to be examined using other outcomes to further confirm the
complicated influence of supervisor BLM on subordinates’ work behavior. Third, our research focused on the moderating
role of power distance at the individual level. It is not clear whether cultural values have a similar moderating effect. In
the future, cross-cultural research should be used for further testing. Furthermore, since the sample of this study is from
China, the validity of the model may be affected by social and cultural factors. Future research should consider collecting
samples from other countries to re-test our research.

Conclusion
The current research contributes to the BLM literature by offering a new perspective on investigate the inverted U-shaped
relationship between supervisor BLM and subordinate work performance. Our results show that as the level of supervisor
BLM increases from low to moderate, subordinate work performance increases; as the level of supervisor BLM increases
from moderate to high, subordinate work performance decreases. Moreover, this study suggests that the inverted
U-shaped relationship between supervisor BLM and subordinates’ work performance was stronger when subordinates
have higher power distance orientation. The current research emphasizes that organizations and managers should
understand the negative effects of supervisory BLM, provide more resources and assistance to enable employees to
improve their work performance.
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